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Abstract:

54 54

We have measured the Fe (n, p)Mn reaction cross section

using a surface barrier detector to record the number of protons

released in the reaction. The neutron flux was determined by

means of a hydrogenous radiator, detecting the scattered protons

with the solid state detector, and calculating the number of imping-

ing neutrons from the well known n-p scattering cross section. The

Fe (n, p)Mn reaction cross section is found to increase from

25 mb at 2. 3 MeV to 208 mb at 3. 5 MeV.
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1. Introduction

Neutron reactions leading to radioactive products are frequently-

used to measure integrated fast neutron flux in reactor environment.
54 54

In this respect the Fe (n,p)Mn reaction appears to be very

attractive (1): the cross section for fission neutrons is relatively

large (c. 60 mb), Mn 54 has a long half life (c. 300 days), and the

physical and chemical properties of iron are convenient for the

purpose.

Unfortunately only a few measurements of the Fe (n, p)Mn

cross section versus neutron energy have been reported in the lite-

rature. Existing data (2 - 5, 15), mainly obtained by activation

techniques, are summarized in table 1.

We have measured the Fe (n, p)Mn reaction cross section

in the neutron energy range 2. 3 - 3. 8 MeV, using silicon surface

barrier detectors to regititer the number of protons released in the

reaction. The neutron flux was determined absolutely, detecting

the protons created in a polyethylene radiator with the solid state

detector and calculating the number of impinging neutrons from

the well known n-p elastic scattering cross section.

2. Experimental procedure

2. 1, The neutron source

The 5, 5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator at Studsvik was used
7 7

to produce mono-energetic neutrons. Use was made of the Li (p, n)Be

reaction as neutron source. This reaction has its threshold at a pro-

ton energy of 1882 keV. A second neutron energy group is present

at proton energies above 2. 73 MeV, the corresponding neutron ener-

gy being about 0.45 MeV less than in the main group. The intensity,

however; is only 10 % of the main group according to the investiga- •

tions of Bevington et al. (6).
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The targets were prepared by evaporating metallic lithium

on a tantalum wobble target backing. Care was taken to get the

lithium target as uniform as possible. The target thickness -was

estimated from the neutron yield in the forward direction as
7 7

registered by a long counter and from the known Li (p,n)Be

reaction cross section data. In the first run the target thick-

ness was 35 keV at 3 MeV proton energy. In the second run a

target thickness of 60 keV at 3 MeV proton energy was chosen ii

order to increase the neutron flux. The increased target thick-

ness resulted in a. larger neutron energy spread, i. e. the mea-

sured cross sections average a larger neutron energy interval.

2. 2. Experimental arrangement

With a few minor exceptions the equipment used in these ex

periraents is the same as that used in an earlier investigation (7

A solid state detector being used to detect the protons from the
54 54

Fe (n, p)Mn reaction, there will also be a significant yield of

pulse? from the Si '(n,oi)Mn reaction in the silicon of the dete<

tor itself. To eliminate these pulses a background measuremeni

was performed with the iron target replaced by a platinum disc

identical with the target backing. By subtracting this backgrounc

from the original measurement the iron spectrum is obtained.

The measurements were performed on two separate occasio

During the first run the solid state detector, mounted in a gold

holder, was placed at 0 degrees to the incident beam with a tar§

-detector distance of 1. 94 "t 0. 10 mm. Together with the diamei

of the detector (12. 0 mm) and the target (12. 0 mm) this gives a:

average efficiency of 27. 1 % of the iron protons emitted in all di

tions. The distance between the neutron source and the target w

31 mm, giving a neutron energy spread of approximately ~t 12 ke

to be added to the energy spread of t 13 keV caused by the finite

thickness of the lithium target. To make absolute neutron flux d'

termination possible the proton recoils from a 19 p thick poly



ethylene foil at the position of the iron target were also recorded.

All measurements were monitored by a long counter placed at

54 degrees to the beam direction and at a distance o£ 500 era from

the neutron source and by a solid state proton recoil detector at

an angle of 34 degrees to the beair direction and r." a distance of

89 mm from the neutron source. These two monitors were used

simultaneously during the whole experiment. For each neutron

energy one iron, one background and one n-p scattering spectrum

was registered.

In the second run the distance between the neutron source and

the iron target was reduced to 18 mm in order to increase t i e

neutron flux. This introduced a somewhat higher neutron energy

spread amounting to 1 38 keV, to be added to the energy spread

of t 20 keV caused by the finite thickness of the lithium tat.^eL.

The target-detector distance was 1. 78 1" 0. 10 mm, giving an ave-

rage detection efficiency of 28. 4 %. Tn all other respects the two

runs were identical,

2, 3. The iron target

The target, supplied from the Atomic Energy Research Estab-

lishment, Harwell, England, consisted of 8 mg of enriched Fe 54

deposited on a 0, 004" platinum backing. Mass analysis data together

with the Q-values o.f the (n,p) and (n, «) reactions (8) and the half

lives of the reaction products are give* m table xi for t.'h_s n ~o iro~
54 54

topes present in the target, Fe '(n, p)Mit' is the only reaction

possible at the neutron energies considered here. The alpha emis-

sion is prohibited by the Coulomb barr ier and the only other iron

isotope present in xvm<s amount, Fe 56, has a Q-value of -2929Ke'"r

for proton emission. Estimated average cross sections in a fission

neutron spectrum have been given by Roy and Hawton (9) as 51. 0,
54, 5̂ - 5/s , , 51

0. 74, 0. 9 and 3. 5 mb for the Fe (n, pjlvin , Fe" ' (a, oc)Cr ,
56 56 ^7 57

Fe (n, p)MnJ and Fe" (n, p)Mti reactions respectively.
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2.4. Electronics and solid state detectors

Surface-barrier type solid state detectors have been used in

these experiments. They were fabricated from c. 1000 ohmcm

n~type silicon following a slightly modified standard recipe (10).

They had a circular sensitive area 12. 0 mm in diameter and we:

lined with 50 yug/cm gold.

The electronics consisted of a low noise charge sensitive pr<

amplifier, Tennelec type 100A, a Nuclear Data 256-channel puls

height analyzer model 102 supplied with a live time meter and a

bias stabilizer for the solid state detector. The detector bias us«

in these experiments was 200 V. The FWHM resolution of the de

tors was c. 100 keV when measured with a Pu 239 ot source and 1

electronics described.

3. Data evaluation

For each neutron energy three measurements were made: o.

with the Fe 54 target, one with U>e polyethylene target and one w

out target.

From the first measurement the number of protons emitted
54 54

the Fe (n, p)Mn reaction may be calculated. Several correcti
must be taken into account. Because of neutron-induced reaction

54

in the silicon the Fe proton spectrum is superposed on a back-

ground which must be subtracted. The geometrical configuration

causes a large part of the created protons to escape. The detect

efficiency of the counter has therefore been calculated in order t

determine the total number of protons. The lithium target used i

neutron production gives rise to two neutron groups, entailing a

correction of the number of detected protons. Several other cor]

tions of less importance must be introduced; details may be fouj

in an earlier work (7) where an identical data evaluation method

has been used. A typical proton spectrum and the corresponding

background are shown in Fig. 1.
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'jt"he number of neuti'ons impinging on the target , L. e. the

neutron flux, was determined by means of the polyethylene rad ia -

tor , the created protons being detected by the solid state counter.
54

Care was taken to place the radiator at the same place as the Fe

target, introducing correct ions of the same kind as described

above, the total number of protons elastically scat tered from the

radiator may be determined. F r o m the well-known total c ross

section for n-p scattering and the number of hydrogen atoms in the

radiator the number of neutrons impinging at the target position

is calculated. Details a re given elsewhere (7).

The detection efficiencies used in this work are more exact

than those previously used (11, 12). The assumption that the t a r -

get is infinitely thin has been abandoned and the efficiencies have

been recalculated taking into account correct ion for the absorption

of pi otons in the target itself (13).

Once the numbers of impinging n.eutrons and created iron p ro -
54 54

tons are known, the Fe (n, p)Mn cross section can easily be cal-
54

culated from the known number oi Fe atoms in the target . Re-

sulting cross sections a re presented in table III and fig. 2. The

agreement with the ear l ie r resul ts of Van Loef is good at higher,

poor at lower neutron energy values.

4. Discussion

54
The number of Fe protons is determined by subtracting the

silicon reaction background spectrum from the spectrum obtained
54

when a Fe target is placed before the detector. Due to the re la -

tively low value of the Fe (n,p)Mn cross section in the energy

range considered, the subtracted background amounts in most

cases to 50 - 60 % of the total number of puJses. The possible

shift in energy calibration due to drift in the electronics is the re -

fore considered to be an important e r ro r source. During the expe-



riment the energy calibration was regularly checked with a Pu239

alpha source, showing a very slow drift. As the background mea-

surement always immediately preceded or followed the correspond-
54

ing Fe measurement, the possible energy shift was estimated to

be one channel per measurement, a very conservative guess. The
54

resulting uncertainty in the number of Fe protons amounts to

c. 4 % with extremes of 2 and 10 %.

The other er ror sources are estimated to be of the same order

of magnitude as given in an earlier work (7), the procedure being

justified by the fact that experimental setup and measuring technique

were nearly identical. Er rors taken into consideration are summa-

rized in table IV.

The finite thickness of the lithium target and the large solid
54angle subtended by the Fe target cause a spread in the energy

of the neutrons acting on the latter. This spread may readily be

calculated for each particular neutron energy value. The cross

section er rors and neutron energy spreads obtained are listed in

table ill and shown in fig. 2.

In our experiments the detection efficiency was of the order
54

of 28 % when measuring Fe protons and 53 - 60 % when mea-

suring protons elastically scattered from the polyethylene radia-

tor. The n-p scattering cross section is isotropic in the center-of-

-mass system for incident neutron energies less than 5 MeV (14)

and thus of the cosine type in the lab system. This has been taken

into account when calculating the detection efficiencies for n-p

scattering and the total number of protons scattered. For the
54 54

Fe (n, p)Mn reaction, however, the angular emission distr i-

bution is not known and has therefore been assumed to be isotro-

pic in the center of mass system. Iron being a medium-weight

nucleus, the angular emission distribution will then be isotropic

in the lab system. The detection efficiency, the total number of
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54 54 54
Fe protons created and thus the total Fe (n,p)Mn cross
sections, are calculated under this assumption.
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Table I.

P r e v i o u s d a t a on t lit? F c ' 1 (n.p)Mn r e a c t i o n t r o s s s e c t i o n .

Investigators

Salisbury and Chalmers
Van Loef (2)
Salisbury and Chalmers
Van Loef (2)
Van Loef (2)
Salisbury and Chaimers
Johnson, Salisbury and
Vaughn (3)
Salisbury and Chalmers
Salisburv and Chalmers
March and Morton (4)
Allan (5)

(15)

(.15)

0 5 )

(55)
(15)

F,n
(McV)

2.23 i 0.04
2.6 s. 0.2
3.22 ± 0.08
3.3 ±0.1
3.6 i 0.1
4.26 i 0.10

4.70 i 0.05
5.38 i 0.08
(i. 18 ^ 0.03

13.5
14.0

er

(mb)

150

190
210

220

376
460

± 15

i 20
i 20

i "0

z 40
_ 9 2

(rcl.

1

3.65

6.22

8.90
9.08

er
value)

+ 0.05

+ 0.18

i 0.31

± 0.45
i 0.45

Table II.

Isolopie abundances and reaction Q values for the enriched Fe
used as target.

Isotope Abundance (n,p) reaction (n,«.) reaction

T 1/2 Q value T 1/2 Q value
of product. (koV) of product (keV)

Fe

Fe

Fe

54

56

r-

58

85.

13.

0.

9

9

19

3l4d i 94

2.58 b -2926

1.7 min -1920

0.03 <

27.8 d 4 835

stable + 319

stable 4 2399

3.6 min -1630

Fe>!(n,p)M,

En

(Me V)

2.32 ± 0.03
2.82 i 0.03
3.06 i 0.03
3.33 + 0.04
3.50 ± 0.06
3.58 ± 0.06
3.63 i 0.06
3.74 + 0.06
3.82 + 0.04

Table l i l .

\'} r e a c t ion c r o s s

run

25 J:
63 i
94 +

141 ±

210 ±

<r(mb)

1

4

10
13

.19

sect ion s

run 2

168 +
208 ±
208 +
153 ±

15
17

16
12

Table IV.

M-ror sources.

Shift in energy calibration
Counting statistics
n-p scattering cross section error
Detector efficiency calculations
Monitoring

2 - 10 %
0.2 - 1.2

1 %
3 %
2 %
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• E n (MeV)

Fig. 1. Spectra obtained from a surface barrier detector when exposed

to 3, 74. MeV neutrons. Curve a is when the Fe target, curve b

is without target.

» F (MeV)I-,
54 54

Fig. 2. The Fe (n, p)Mn reaction cross section as function of neutron
energy.
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